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fiction

fiction

GOTH

ELLA’S BABY

Format

90‘ | HD

Format

90‘ | HD

Genre

Fiction | TV Movie

Genre

Fiction | TV Movie

The painter Jette lives a secluded life in an old farmhouse. She is
suffering from schizophrenia and can’t shake off the feeling of
being persecuted and in danger. One day, her twin sister Julia finds
Jette impaled on the garden fence after she had jumped from the
attic. Her death appears to be a suicide. One year later, Julia, her
husband Felix, and her son Niko move into the farmhouse. In spite
of the terrible memories there, Julia hopes to make peace with her
traumatic past. But her sister is omnipresent for her. Soon, Julia
hears her voice and sees her ghost. Is the place really haunted? Or
does all of this only happen in Julia’s imagination? Julia increasingly
doubts that Jette’s death was a suicide after all.

Ella is fifteen years old – and pregnant. The only thing she knows
about the ‘father’ of the child, is that they met on a student exchange
in France and that his name is Pierre. And she isn’t even too sure
of that. Technically, all she wanted was to get her ‘first time’ over
and done with. Full success on that front – unfortunately with
severe consequences. Initially, this comes as a shock for her father
Roman, who thankfully manages to collect himself quickly and now
fully supports Ella. His new girlfriend Ariane also tries to help out
as much as she can. That is, as much as Ella lets her – things aren’t
always working out between the two women. Ella’s mother has
left the family years ago and Ella is still very much attached to her.
Not an easy situation for Roman who keeps getting caught in the
middle and finds himself in another pinch to boot: He and Ariane
have been wanting a baby of their own, so far without success.
Which might be the reason why the idea of becoming a granddad
soon has its appeal to Roman. A pity that Ella can’t decide whether
to keep the child or not.

Cast: Julia Hartmann, Bernhard Piesk, Oskar von Schönfels, a.m.o.

Cast: Benno Fürmann, Tijan Marei, Katharina Schüttler, Ivo Kortlang, Felicitas Freundner,
Peter Franke, Milena Dreißig, a.m.o.

BORDERLAND 2 | LAWLESS
Format

90‘, to be continued | HD

Genre

Fiction | TV Movie

The French-German police team’s new case begins inconspicuously
enough with the surveillance of a drug deal. But instead of arresting
the dealers, the agents have to witness how an unknown party
unexpectedly executes one of the two Russians. The other one
survives his injuries but refuses to talk. It turns out that the dead
man is the son of the powerful Russian criminal Jegor Sobolew with
whom Steffen Herold and Yves Kléber still have a score to settle.
The two are convinced that Sobolew, in order to keep his position
of leadership, wants, if not needs, to avenge his son`s death. A
gang war seems imminent. Steffen’s daughter Leni is also haunted
by the ghosts of the past. She is trying to recover from the results
of her first mission with the GZ as quickly as possible in order to be
fit for commission again. This is a lot harder than Leni is willing to
admit, though. Like Steffen and Yves, she is forced to push herself
beyond her own limits.
Cast: Thomas Sarbacher, Anke Retzlaff, Philippe Caroit, Noémie Kocher, Bernhard
Piesk, Karmela Shako, Jenny Schily, a.m.o.

MY STRANGE FRIEND

PARENTS ARE THE BETTER LIARS

Format

90‘ | HD

Format

90‘ | HD

Genre

Fiction | TV Movie

Genre

Fiction | TV Movie

Andrea Bredow is glad when the newly recruited, competent and
friendly Judith Lorenz reinforces the female proportion at work.
Judith can certainly hold her own against the office’s macho Volker
Lehmann. But then a brutal incident occurs: Volker violently rapes
Judith in a storage room. This, at least, is what Judith tells Andrea
and the police. Volker strongly rejects these claims, but the court
believes Judith and convicts him to five years in prison. But Andrea
starts to wonder if she might have misjudged her new friend …

Nina loves both her family and her job as an architect. Returning
to work after parental leave, she saves the firm from bankruptcy
with an ingenious idea. But there is a snag: Her important client
Lene disapproves of working mothers. Therefore, Nina claims to be
single and married to her work. Her husband Torsten is no help and
busy with his own problems. In a pinch, Nina introduces him as her
brother and secretly hires the rent-a-granny Irmgard. Between the
lies and her success, Nina’s life spins out of control.

Cast: Ursula Strauss, Valerie Niehaus, Hannes Jaenicke, Godehard Giese, a.m.o.

Cast: Silke Bodenbender, Tom Wlaschiha, Nina Petri, Petra Kelling, Steven Scharf, Iva
Ljuba Simic, Ben Stiehler, Yasemin Cetinkaya, David Korbmann, a.m.o.
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BUKOW & KÖNIG

FEAR JUSTIFIES THE MEANS

TWO FARMERS – NO LAND

Format

90‘ | HD

Format

90‘ | HD

Genre

Fiction | Crime

Genre

Fiction | TV Movie

FEAR JUSTIFIES THE MEANS
A homeless person is raped and abused, then found dead on a bench
in the village of Bassow, near Rostock. Without hesitation, the village
community knows immediately who did it – Kukulies and Buschke,
two criminals only just recently released from prison, who have, much
to the disappointment of the neighbourhood, moved into the area.
But Bukow and König soon come across several inconsistencies in
the testimonies of the community. The very next morning, Buschke
is found dead and Kukulies has vanished without a trace. Bukow
and König suspect the murderer of the two homeless men to be
amongst the village inhabitants. Was it vigilante justice, to rid the
village of the rapist and the paedophile once and for all?

Like father, like son: The farmer Johannes Becker and his son and heir
Felix rarely talk much. When, after years of not being on speaking
terms, the long-lost son suddenly returns, the two pigheaded men
first have to get used to each other again. Actually, Johannes should
be glad that Felix has returned from the big city in order to follow
in his footsteps as a farmer. But what Felix isn‘t aware of is that
Johannes has sold his lands – to his arch-rival Fuchs, of all people.
And Fuchs has big plans for the land, as well as an ally in Johannes‘
ex-wife Katrin, the village‘s mayor. When the young farmer learns
that the fields no longer belong to the family, things are about to
go off. But this time, father and son patch things up and face the
greedy Fuchs together.

ONE FOR ALL
The murder of a football fan leads investigators Alexander Bukow
and Katrin König into the milieu of Rostock ultras. It is easy enough
to find suspects, especially since some of them have been offenders
in a previous case. Back then, they had beaten a policeman into a
coma during a football game. But why kill a friend from within their
own ranks? Who could have a motive?

Cast: Ernst Stötzner, Katharina Thalbach, Christoph Schechinger, Theresa Scholze,
Hans-Uwe Bauer, Thomas Kügel, Andreas Schmidt, Petra Kleinert

Cast: Anneke Kim Sarnau, Charly Hübner, Andreas Guenther, Josef Heynert, Uwe

ONE FOR ALL

Preuss, a.m.o.

FATHER, FISHER, SON

BALTIC CRIME

Format

90‘ | HD

Format

90‘ each | HD

Genre

Fiction | TV Movie

Genre

Fiction | Crime

Knud takes it one day at a time. As long as anyone can remember,
his family has been living in the same village on the Dithmarschen
coast. Here, Knud has not exactly won himself a reputation for
success or industry. Instead, he is resourceful and makes ends meet
with shrimp fishing on the one hand and illegal sports betting and
smalltime con jobs on the other. Altogether, he takes life easy. The
only exception is his traditional shanty choir which his family has been
conducting for four generations, and for which he is determined to
secure a coveted award celebrating its 100th anniversary. For that,
he will use all means necessary. With an unusual single-mindedness
Knud even has a falling out with his girlfriend Nadja and his friend
and partner-in-crime Addi. On top of it all, Knud’s long lost son
Lenny shows up – after they haven’t been on speaking terms for a
whole decade. Knud feels more and more under pressure from all
sides: he fails to catch any shrimp, his plans to win the desired choir
award are likely to go belly-up, and Lenny, who also is in trouble up
to his eyeballs, forces him into a confrontation Knud would rather
have kept dodging. All of a sudden, his whole carefree life is called
into question.

SMOKESCREEN

SMOKESCREEN
Inspector Julia Thiel investigates a case of arson that almost took a
life. The burnt-out sailing yacht in the marina belongs to a charity
that teaches maritime basics to troubled kids. Ten years ago, the very
same yacht already featured in the headlines when it was involved in
an accident that demanded the lives of a vacationing couple. Only
their son, six years old at the time, survived the catastrophe. Karin
Lossow who still remembers the case vividly wonders whether the
boy might have returned in order to avenge his parents’ deaths. She
even suspects that he might be the boy Julia’s daughter Sophie has
a crush, the previously convicted Jackie …
RED HERRING
A reporter witnesses an illegal car race at the harbor. When two police
patrol cars show up, the racers are caught off guard and try to flee
the scene. During their mindless escape, they run over a young man
who dies of his injuries at the scene. Near the harbor, driving with a
friend’s son in the car, former prosecutor Karin Lossow is suddenly
confronted by a wrong-way driver: Her pick-up truck overturns. When
she comes to, the eight-year-old is missing. Meanwhile, inspector
Julia Thiel is investigating a case of arson in which she deems the
defendant to be innocent.

Cast: Axel Prahl, Jonas Nay, Judith Rosmair, Peter Franke, Anna von Haebler, Nicki von
Tempelhoff, Jan Georg Schütte, a.m.o.

RED HERRING

Cast: Katrin Sass, Lisa Maria Potthoff, Oskar Bökelmann, Peter Schneider, a.m.o.
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FROM AMSTERDAM WITH LOVE
Format

90‘ | HD

Genre

Fiction | TV Movie

Max (Vladimir Burlakov) leaves it all behind. Instead of following in
the footsteps of his father Herbert (Hans-Joachim Heist) and taking
over the family business in their hometown Kassel, the studied lawyer
rather wants to live his own life in Amsterdam. Shortly after arriving
in the Netherlands, Max falls for the quick-witted and beautiful
Sophie (Bracha van Doesburgh). He doesn’t even mind the chaos
on her houseboat, even though he is usually a stickler for order –
opposites magically attract. Soon, the new lovers toss their mutual
Dutch-German prejudices overboard. Their fathers, however, are
not so easy to convince of the relationship. Herbert, who is visiting
with his wife Dorothea (Rita Russek), is determined to bring his son
back home and, to top it all, causes a car crash – with Sophie’s dad
(Reinout Bussemaker), of all people. The football-crazy cyclist has a
score to settle with the Germans since 1974 …
Cast: Vladimir Burlakov, Bracha van Doesburgh, Rita Russek, Hans-Joachim Heist,
Reinout Bussemaker, Raymond Thiry, a.m.o.

THIS IS MY LIFE
Format

200 x 50‘ | HD

Genre

Fiction | Daily Novela

The German tele-novela “This is my Life“ follows the story of a strong
woman making her own way, her life, her love, and all the twists and
turns of fate that it brings. The series centers on forty-something Sydney
(Cheryl Shepard) who has returned home to Northern Germany for
a new start with the best still ahead. Back on the family estate after
years abroad, Sydney’s arrival is well timed, as her brother, the hotel
owner Gunter (Hermann Toelcke) struggles to keep the traditional
“Three Kings Hotel“ from falling into the hands of a rivaling dynasty.
Cast: Cheryl Shepard, Hedi Honert, Laura Preiss, Hermann Toelcke, Mickey Hardt, Urs
Remond, a.m.o.

PRACTICE BY THE SEA WELCOME TO RÜGEN

But fighting off the less than civilized take-over attempts by the
Celler Hotel clan is not the most pressing problem. Wandering the
grounds on her first day back, Sydney notices smoke coming from
the small barn only to realize that the structure is already on fire. It
is a lucky chance that fire chief Mathis is close by as Sydney can not
get the blaze under control herself. He rescues her and the rest of
the farmstead from fire. More complications ensue, as the married
Sydney realizes her feelings for the heroic fireman …

Format

90‘ | HD

Genre

Fiction | TV Movie

Nora Kaminski used to be a doctor on a luxury cruise ship before
her career turned belly-up. Now, she is practically left with nothing
and depends on her old college buddy Dr. Richard Freese (Stephan
Kampwirth) for help. He manages to secure a job for her in his local
clinic on the island of Rügen. But things aren’t so easy for the charming
and cheerful soul from the Ruhr Valley in her new surroundings in
the far north. The islanders regard Nora with an ample measure of
skepticism and refuse to be treated by her. On top of that, Nora is
facing problems with her new landlord. Finally, the true reason why
Nora has lost her old job comes to light – the last straw to break
the camel’s back. Nora is about to pack it all in, when Richard once
again lends a helping hand.
Cast: Tanja Wedhorn, Stephan Kampwirth, Martin Lindow, Sinje Irslinger,
Morgane Ferru, Hans-Uwe Bauer, a.m.o..
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MARION ISLAND

factual

MALEIKA

Format

45‘ | HD

Format

52‘, 90‘, | HD

Genre

Factual | Widlife & Nature

Genre

Factual | Wildlife & Nature

Halfway between Africa and Antarctica a young volcanic island rises
above the sea’s surface. A tiny dot in a vast ocean, Marion Island is
the go-to terra firma for countless creatures that live in the ocean,
but need land to breed. Gargantuan elephant seals battle for mates
on the beaches while plucky penguins waddle determinedly to their
nesting sites on sheer-cliffs. Wandering albatrosses soar above
and orcas patrol the coastline for straggling seals. With so many
descending on her shores, Marion is the stage for countless dramas
of new life and premature death.

Maleika tells the incredible story of a cheetah mother and her six
cubs: Martha, Malte, Mirelèe, Marlo, Mia and Majet. Set in the
magnificent landscape of the Masai Mara natural reserve, the cheetah
family experiences adventurous, difficult and funny moments in their
fight for survival. Having accompanied her for 3 years, the artist,
photographer and devoted conservationist Matto Barfuss allows
his audience to take an unusually intimate look into the life of this
extraordinary cheetah family.

ZOO BABIES CUTE & CURIOUS

PASSION FOR PLANET

Format

13 x 30‘ | HD

Format

52‘, 90‘, 3 x 45‘ | HD

Genre

Factual | Wildlife & Nature

Genre

Factual | Wildlife & Nature

“Zoo Babies – Cute & Curious” is fun for the entire family: we find
out about the sweetest and most poignant animal baby stories.
Whether on land, under water or in the sky – all of the babies in this
series will conquer the hearts of all those watching. We accompany
the adventures of the animal babies – lovingly cared for and brought
up by their keepers. In the most gripping and informative way,
both young and old will discover everything there is to know about
Hamburg Zoo’s toddlers.

The Canadian documentary filmmaker Rob Stewart wants to save
our planet, to save us. Several times a week he dives with sharks that
he finds more harmless as us humans. He travels throughout the
country to present his underwater films, to prove why our oceans are
worth fighting for. A change of scene; in Odisha, India, filmmaker
Rita Banerji is busy shooting an impressive spectacle. Thousands of
Olive ridley turtles are making their way from the sea to lay their
eggs on the beach. Just six weeks later and baby turtles the size of a
human hand will inhabit the entire beach. Rita is ready and prepared
with her equipment. But she is afraid that one day, India’s beaches
will disappear and with them the turtles … On the other side of the
planet, in Californian Carmel, eco-rebel Mark Shelley and his team
have devoted themselves to the survival of sea otters. Her greatest
moment arrives when female otter 501 jumps back into the wild.
Will she be able to come to terms with her freedom in the Pacific,
will she find food? A whole year long, the otter girl regularly swims
by the bay – until one day, she brings a surprise with her.
Passion for Planet accompanies three of the best animal filmmakers
in the world whilst working. They are all driven by one gigantic force:
the love of our planet.
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PEOPLE, PLACES, ADVENTURES
Format

45‘ each, to be continued | HD

Genre

Factual | Travel & Adventure

Join us – and you will be enchanted by interesting countries, fascinating
people and exciting adventures. “People, Places, Adventures” carries
you off to an alien world. Regardless of how foreign other cultures
appear to us, with “People, Places, Adventures”, you will become
acquainted with people who will familiarise you with their homeland
and culture.

EXPEDITION HAPPINESS

CULT@THECITY

Format

95‘ | HD

Format

10 x 45‘, to be continued | HD

Genre

Factual | Travel & Adventure

Genre

Factual | Travel & Adventure

Felix Starck’s claim to fame is the bicycle documentary “Pedal the
World”, which followed his travels through 22 countries. But Felix
and his girlfriend Mogli are back on the road. One filmmaker, one
singer, one Bernese mountain dog, and a school bus refurbished
as a “loft on wheels” – these are the ingredients all the way across
the American continent, from Alaska to Mexico. They meet wolves,
moose and a grizzly; they cross glaciers and deserts and jungles. They
get to visit the highest and the lowest point in North America – a
fitting image for the rollercoaster ride of their emotions, to which
we are witness. High, low, no filter and very intimate. An adventure
and a quest for happiness – beyond the beaten path.

LATEST EPISODES:
- Travelling through Lithuania
- Grisons by train
- From Barcelona to Bilbao by train
- Sweden’s north by train
- Shanghai
- The Philippines – A travel report

The documentary series CULT@THECITY presents the coolest and most
exciting metropolises of our world from a completely new angle. At
the heart of each episode are complete stories with protagonists, who
are the mirror and the face of the respective city. We want to take a
closer look behind the scenes of each town. CULT@THECITY presents
people with the cult factor from the worlds of design, fashion, crafts,
photography, culture, the movies and acting. This series is a potpourri
of lifestyle, adventure, history, experience, excitement and wonder.

TRAVELLING THROUGH LITHUANIA

JOURNEYS AROUND THE WORLD

AUSTRALIA – GREAT BARRIER REEF

MARE TV

Format

30‘ each, to be continued | HD

Format

44‘ each, to be continued | HD

Genre

Factual | Travel & Adventure

Genre

Factual | Travel & Adventure

Journeys around the world is a series of 30-minute-episodes based
on reports of foreign correspondents from all over the world, visiting some of the world’s most fascinating places; talking about their
experiences, exciting adventures and encounters with a multitude of
people in diverse cultural contexts.

Mare TV observes the world of the oceans from the seas and from
land, whilst highlighting the different perspectives that the enormous
expanse of the oceans has to offer, for both man and animal. Mare
TV presents exciting stories about people and the seas recounted
with captivating pictures, clarity and depth.

LATEST EPISODES:
- Shanghai
- Australia – Great Barrier Reef
- Patient America

LATEST EPISODES:
- Norways sunlit coast
- The North Sea island of Föhr
- The Danish North Sea coast
- Corfu – Greece’s green island
- Elba
- The Schlei
- Pomerania coast
- Ireland: Connemara

THE DANISH NORTH SEA COAST
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LENTILS – FOOD FOR THE FUTURE

factual

CUM ON FEEL THE NOIZE

Format

52‘ | HD

Format

1 x 60‘, 1 x 90‘ | HD

Genre

Factual | Current Affairs

Genre

Factual | Music

Lentils are undemanding plants from drier regions, yet at the same
time they are extremely rich in protein and are real power packs, full
of minerals and trace elements. Scientists from around the world are
working on attempts to develop them for use as wonder weapons
against famine. The lentil researchers make use of state-of-the-art
biotechnology in order to make the undemanding pulses even more
profitable and resistant.

FEATURE FILM STILL IN POST PRODUCTION, TO BE
CONTINUED AS A 6-PART SERIES BY END OF 2017.
“We were just an angry young bunch of guys who went out there
and worshipped music” – Ozzy Osbourne
When the late 1960s flower power pop gave way to a more dramatic
sound of heavy guitars and throbbing bass-lines, Ozzy was heading up
the musical revolution with his band Black Sabbath, right alongside
now legendary artists such as Led Zeppelin, Deep Purple or The Who.
Their sound created a musical phenomenon that took the world
by storm and to this day unites its followers in a cult-like fashion:
Heavy Metal.
The documentary “Cum on Feel the Noize” delves into the rich
history of hard rock turned heavy metal music, from its scandalous
origins in the 1960s to its heyday of the 1980s, from its glam phase
in the 1970s to its indestructible present in 2017. The film features
exclusive and long-lost archive material from concerts at early TVís
music shows Beat-Club and Musikladen, as well as all-new original
interviews with the living legends of metal and rock, discussing their
personal place in the ever-rocking tapestry of music history and pivotal
moments of the genre’s evolution. “Cum on Feel the Noize” is your
access-all-areas backstage pass to heavy metal and hard rock – and
lets you experience the infamous ”sex, drugs, and rock’n’roll” like
never before.

THE UNTOUCHABLE MR. EINSTEIN

FREE SPEACH, FEAR FREE

THE INVISIBLE ENEMY

Format

80‘ | HD

Format

45‘ | HD

Genre

Factual | Current Affairs

Genre

Factual | Current Affairs

In this compelling documentary, Tarquin Ramsay asks just one
question: What is free speech? He began at the age of 15 with
no clear understanding of what free speech was. He spoke to
CIA whistleblowers, famous actors, investigative journalists, world
renowned hackers and other free speech advocates. He takes you
on his journey of understanding the true meaning of freedom of
speech and the threats facing its extinction.
Featuring Julian Assange, Jude Law, John Kiriakou, Sarah Harrison,
Jacob Appelbaum, Jérémie Zimmermann, Andy Müller-Maguhn,
M.C. Macgrath, Niamh Barreto, E-Punc, The Monster Kabinett Berlin

Hundreds of thousands of people die annually, due to multi-resistant
germs - bacteria, which are no longer challenged by the use of many
antibiotics. Experts and politicians from all corners of the world warn
of the looming catastrophe: multi-resistant pathogens are currently
the most major risk faced by modern medicine. Millions of people
will die without effective antibiotics, of illnesses that have long been
considered eradicated. This documentary shows however, that of all
people, it is the manufacturers of vital medication that contribute
to the development and global propagation of extremely resistant
germs and that not even their own resources have any effect on them.

Format

2 x 45‘ / 1 x 90‘ | HD

Genre

Factual | Current Affairs

A hundred years ago, Albert Einstein presented his general theory
of relativity. The confirmation of it in experiments catapulted both
the physicist and his revolutionary concepts of gravity, space and
time, into the limelight. Almost overnight, he became the superstar
of science, vested with an authority that was recognised worldwide.
Accompanying the trajectory of his eventful life, in numerous enacted
scenes and original historical recordings, this documentary is a critical
appreciation of the genius of the century, and recognises a core
truth: everyone knows Einstein, yet no-one really knows Einstein.
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